I. Thinking differently about the role of courts
From the Superior Court decision in California-American Water v.
City of Seaside et al. (2006): “Courts are vested with not only the
power but also the affirmative duty to suggest a physical solution
where necessary, and it has ‘the power to enforce such solution
regardless of whether the parties agree’,” quoting the California
Supreme Court’s decision in City of Lodi v. East Bay Municipal
Utility District (1936).
From the California Supreme Court decision in Rancho Santa
Margarita v. Vail (1938): “It must be remembered that in this type of
case the trial court is sitting as a court of equity, and as such,
possesses broad powers to see that justice is done in the case. The
state has a defining interest in seeing that none of the valuable
waters from any of the streams of the state should go to waste. Each
case must turn on its own facts, and the power of the court extends
to working out a fair and just solution, if one can be worked out, of
those facts.” 11 Cal.2d 501 at 560.

II. Patterns in the evolution of basin
adjudications, 1945-2016
A. From fixed to variable safe yield
B. From ministerial to policy-making watermasters
C. From production-only rights to production-andstorage rights
D. Some recognition of water quality considerations
E. Use of the courts’ continuing jurisdiction to
modify the original judgments.
F. Changes to some judgments influenced later
cases but also fed back to earlier ones.

III. Intended effects
Those who undertook basin adjudications did so with
multiple interrelated goals in view, not just
curtailment of pumping.
A. Preserve local supplies from various threats
B. Create rules that would apply within a basin—
putting boundaries around the problem and
tailoring solutions
C. Establish enforceable and transferable rights
D. Curtail free riding, and finance basin
replenishment and protection programs

IV. Adjudications have often been part of broader
management efforts that included
A. Water users associations
B. Access to imported supplies, which both facilitated
and stimulated efforts to control pumping
C. Actions taken against neighboring basins and
upstream users
Adjudications don’t create sustainable groundwater
management all by themselves. Even where they
have succeeded in attaining their intended purposes,
they have been accompanied by other actions.
Establishing groundwater rights and pumping yields
was a key to making other management efforts
successful and sustainable
.

V. Much more than groundwater rights
allocations resulted
A. Basin governance and policy-making institutions
were created
B. Within-basin markets emerged, enabling shifts in
groundwater allocations over time
C. Innovations in one case carried over to other
cases—evidence of deliberation and learning
D. Process improvements – while adjudications
remained expensive and time-consuming, they
generally got shorter as experiences accumulated
and traveled from one basin to another

VI. Unresolved issues, and implications for
SGMA implementation
A. Storage issues
B. Multiple competing groundwater rights
C. Surface water rights and management remain
separate
1. Conjunctive use still underutilized
2. Not clear how increased use of stormwater and
treated wastewater will be integrated either
D. Land use decisions remain separate
E. Recognized stakeholders usually just pumpers

